Wet Sounds PRO60-X & PRO80-X
Illusion Tower Factory Mount
1)

Remove 6 screws holding the front baffle onto the housing. And separate the baffle
assembly. Please note-you do not need to remove the grille or speaker as

the speaker is attached to the front baffle.
2)

Remove acoustic dampening material

3)

Take housing and hold up to the tower.

4)

Feed the factory speaker wire thru the center hole of the PRO 80 mounting plate.

5)

Take the 2 bolts using the washers and lock washers and bolt the housing up to the
tower.

6)

Please make sure that these bolts are tight. (The holes on the plates should line up
directly with the factory threaded insets. However we have seen some towers that
are not threaded in the proper locations. If this is the case. Please contact Wet
Sounds at 877-938-7757 for advice)

7)

8)

Once your housing is bolted tight to the tower. Connect the factory positive wire to
the + IN wire (Blue Wire) on the PRO 60/80 crossover. And connect the factory
negative wire to the – IN (black wire that is directly next to the blue wire)
Insert the acoustic dampening material.

9)

Take the front baffle and hold it up to the housing.

10) Connect the “soldered” white wire to the + positive (Red) push down terminal on
the compression horn. Connect the “soldered” black wire to the – negative (Black)
push down terminal on the compression horn.
11) Connect the wire with the spade connector (Red) to the + positive of the mid bass
woofer. Connect the wire with the spade connector (Black) to the - negative of the
mid bass woofer.
12) Press the front baffle onto the housing.
13) Attach the 6 stainless screws around the front baffle to the housing. Please make
sure these are tight but DO NOT over tighten.
14) You are finished! Enjoy your Wet Sounds PRO60-X/PRO80-X speakers!

